
The 2017 AKC Walking Gun Dog Championship began on Thursday February 23, 2017.  The skies 
were clear and the temperature was in the mid 50’s at the scheduled breakaway.  Record heat 
was predicted for the day.  The afternoon did heat up into the upper 70’s with a The breeze 
becoming rising into the 12-15 MPH range out of the southeast.  Due to ample recent rain the 
area had many natural water holes.  Although the temperature got hot for field trials all the 
dogs did well and all the humans also survived. 

 

My Covert Operative “Pike” (EP M O-Elsa Gallagher H-Jon Hann) ran with Washington’s White 
Nelson “Nelson” (ES M O&H-Mark Johnson) Pike had a good find at 4.  He pointed high and 
tight on both ends at 25 with Nelson backing stylishly.  Pike’s third find came at 33 and was a 
great piece of work on a large covey. Nelson locked up on a single at 43; all in order.  At 50, 
both dogs were obviously pointing as we came upon them.  The quail flushed in front of Pike 
and Hann fired; Nelson’s handler did not. These dogs ran good races; each making some good 
moves but staying tuned in to their handlers wishes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CrossPoint's Odyssey Caledonia Braveheart “Callie” (GSP F) O&H-Charles Bullock, Jr) was 
braced with Dunfur's Door Number Three “Monte” (GSP F O&H Dan Hoke) Callie came in 
season and was dropped to brace 18B; Monte ran as a bye.  Monte pointed and corrected on 
early in the hour.  She was making game when a bird flushed at 29; she stopped to flush.  
Monte pointed stylishly at 52 but not even a careful relocation could produce her quarry.  The 
hour expired with Monte forward.  She ran with an appealing gait and good speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



St. Jude's Champaign Fenway “Pesky” (ES M O- Bob & Tracy Doran H-Wayne James) was 
drawn with FC Blazin Liverhead Tip Topper “Topper” (GSP M O-Peter Wilkin H-Jon Hann) 
Pesky notched a stylish find at 8 with Topper honoring.  Topper pointed at 15; relocation was 
required before the quail was produced.  Topper had another find that required relocation at 
28, this time it resulted in a stop to flush.  Both times his handler jogged to catch the front.  
Pesky scored a good find at 33, his handler did not regain the front again until 59.  Topper ‘s 
next find came at 45, all in good order.  Pesky had a find at 53; it was very stylish and mannerly.  
At 55, Topper was on point again; the necessary relocation took until the hour elapsed but was 
successful                                                                             

                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



JeanDe’s Spoilin’Dixie Mae “Mae” (GSP F O&H Michael Fontenot) and FC/AFC Radbach’s High 
Ransom “Tip” (GSP M O-Calvin & Irene Palmer H-Dan Hoke) 

Released at 1 PM this brace of dogs raced to the front. At 28 minutes Mae was pointing looking 
nice.  Relocation was for naught.  At 35 minutes she was again pointing stylishly, into a bushy 
area.  This time the bird was flushed, all in order.  Tip ran an impressive race finishing the hour 
well but was without game contact. 

 

 

 

 



FC/AFC Diamond C’s Ruby Jewel “Ruby” (Vizsla F O- Chris & Sabrina Corliss H-Chris Corliss) 
and FC Dr. Block’s Reacher “Reacher” (Brittany M O-Dr. Kenneth Block H-Kim Trafton) 

This brace of dogs went quickly to work.  Both dogs seemed to be looking on the right places 
and covering an ample amount of ground.  Reacher took a wrong turn at 20 minutes and was 
not returned to judgement.  Ruby had a find at 25 minutes which required a short relocation, all 
was in order.  Ruby recorded a second find at find on a single bird at 35 minutes.  She finished 
the hour well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FC Jaguar Za Czeshka “Jaguar” (ES M O-Dylan Lear H-Magda Lear) and FC Last Chance Crop 
Duster “Dusty” (GSP M O-Dan or Linda Stinnett H-Jon Hann) 

The final brace of the day was released at 3:30 PM.  At 10 minutes Jaguar was standing in a low 
area.  Dusty missed the opportunity to honor the setter and was done for the day.  Asked to 
relocate, the setter was unable to pin any birds.  At 18 minutes Jaguar had a nice single find, 
followed by another single bird find at 18 minutes.  Excellent manners and style on display on 
each find.  He recorded a second non-productive stand at 28 minutes.  Jaguar would finish the 
hour with a very nice covey find at 59 minutes. 

 


